
Water

7 Min(HWMP60-118)

12 Min

level

AUTOMATIC  WASHING  MACHINE  USER  MANUAL 

0030509798B

HWMP60-118

400W

370W345W

103Min(HWMP60-118)

385W

39kg

44.5kg

33kg

39kg

HWMP80-118
HWMP80-118R

108Min(HWMP80-118/
HWMP80-118R)

9 Min(HWMP80-118
HWMP80-118R)

HWMP60-118
HWMP80-118
HWMP80-118R



Drain hose hoop One On The Drain hose



Drainage hose 

Drainconnector

Back cover

Adjustable foot film

Liquid whitener inlet



If the supply cord is damaged, it 
must be replaced by a special cord 
or assembly available from the 
manufacturer or its service 
agent.
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The openings must not be obstructed 
by a carpet 



This appliance is not intended for use by persons 
(including children) with reduced physical,
sensory or mental capabilities, or lack of 
experience and knowledge, unless they have 
been given supervision or instruction concerning 
use of the appliance by a person responsible for
their safety.
Children should be supervised to ensure that 
they do not play with the appliance.

Please use low suds/high
efficiency washing powder.



and wall should be at least 20mm

7 (HWMP60-118)  / 9 mins (HWMP80-118/HWMP80-118R)



During Rinse cycle,only Spin times and Water level can be set,all the other wash 
functions are locked.
For Wool program you can select procedure , but can not change them.
For Tub Dry and Quick programs ,push the Wash,Rinse and Spin button the 

back

machine has no reaction.



The new hose-sets supplied with the appliance are to be  
used and that old hose-sets should not be reused.

or



For Wool program you can select procedure , but can not change them.
For Tub Dry and Quick programs ,push the Wash,Rinse and Spin button the machine 
has no reaction.

You can select water level from 6 to10 for Wool program.
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If a manufacture specifies only the use of a low-sudsing or 
high-efficiency type detergent, then detergent for drum type machines 
shall be used irrespective of the type of machine under test. 
Otherwise the detergent type to be used shall be chosen according to 
the type of clothes washing machine under test, as follows.

It is recommended that low suds/ high efficiency
washing powder is used.


